
E�ective Operators and Rydberg StatesB G WybourneInstytut Fizyki, UMK, Toru�nPolandAmaldi and I experimented on sodium. During theseexperiments we observed high quantum states, corre-sponding to enormous orbits. I called them \swollenatoms"; today more scienti�cally, but less pictorially,they are called \Rydberg states".|Emilio Segr�e, A Mind Always in Motion,Univ. Cali-fornia Press, Berkeley, 1993 p83Some recent references(1). B Zygelman, Non-Abelian Geometric Phase and Long-Range Atomic Forces, Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 256 (1990)(2). W Clark, C H Greene and G Miecznik, AnisotropicInteraction Potential between a Rydberg Electron and anOpen Shell Ion, Phys. Rev. A53, 2248 (1996)(3). W Clark and C H Greene, Anisotropic interactions inautoionizing Rydberg systems,Phys. Rev. A56, 403 (1997)(4). W Clark and C H Greene, Adventures of a Rydberg electronin an anisotropic world, Rev. Mod. Phys. 71, 821 (1999)
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Anisotropic interactions and Rydberg States1. Consider the case of a non-penetrating Rydberg electron` that roams beyond an open-shell core with angular mo-mentum Lc.2. Zygelman predicted that such systems should exhibit a\vector" interaction in the long range potential of the form�v (Lc � `)r63. Greene and his colleagues have shown that the inclusion ofsuch a term does indeed lead to an improved parametric�t to the observed spectra and discussed in some detailits origin and noted that a similar such term was intro-duced in atomic spectroscopy \on semiemprical groundsand without an explicit derivation or formal justi�cation".\When a thing was new, people said,'It is not true'.Later when its truth became obvious, people said, 'Any-how, it is not important' and when its importance couldno longer be denied, people said, 'Anyway, it is notnew." |William James
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E�ective interactions in open shell atoms and ions1. Consider a two-electron con�guration `2. There are (2`+1)terms SL. The scalar Coulomb interaction involves (`+1)Slater radial integrals. Suppose these are treated as para-meters to be �tted to experimentally observed SL terms.We do not expect to get a very good �t as we are ignoringcon�guration interaction e�ects.2. In the 1950's Trees5�7 and Racah8 found emprically thatadding a term �L(L+ 1) led to a signi�cant reduction inthe mean least squares error between the experimental andcalculated energies of the SL terms for dn shell ions. Noexplanation for the introduction of this e�ective interac-tion was o�ered.3. In 1959 Runciman and Wybourne9 found that the intro-duction of a term �L(L+ 1) signi�cantly improved thecalculation of the terms of the 4f2 and 4f12 con�gura-tions for the trivalent(5). R E Trees, Con�guration Interaction in MnII, Phys. Rev.83, 756 (1951)(6). R E Trees, Term Values in the 3d54s Con�guration ofFeIII, Phys. Rev. 84, 1089 (1951)(7). R E Trees, The L(L+1) Correction to the Slater Formulasfor the Energy Levels, Phys. Rev. 85, 382 (1952)(8). G Racah, L(L + 1) Correction in the Spectra of the Irongroup, Phys. Rev. 85, 381 (1952)(9). W A Runciman and B G Wybourne, Spectra of Triva-lent Praseodymium and Thulium Ions, J. Chem. Phys.,31,1149 (1959)
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4. Back in 1934 Bacher and Goudsmit10 had demonstratedthat most, though not all, of the second-order electrosta-tic interactions can be added linearly. They used linearrelations to express the unknown energy levels in terms ofobserved energy levels of the atom and its ions.5. Trees and Racah sought to replace the second-order e�ectsby the �rst-order terms of an e�ective two-body interac-tion.(10). R F Bacher and S Goudsmit, Phys. Rev. 46, 948 (1934)The \Linear" Theory of Con�guration Interaction1. The central idea of the \linear" theory was to augmentthe Hamiltonian for anN�electron system with additionaltwo-body scalar interactions.2. Associated with each interaction is an adjustable parame-ter.3. The number of adjustable parameters is chosen to equalthe number of allowed SL terms occurring in all distincttwo-electron congifurations that may be formed by delet-ing N � 2 of the electrons from the con�guration understudy.4. We take into account the distortion of a pair of electrons byinteractions with other con�gurations and then generalisethe result to say that the distortions add linearly when weform an N�electron system.
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Example of fN Con�gurationsHere ` = 3 and we need 7 adjustable parameters. Fourcome from the Coulomb interaction, E0; E1; E2; and E3 inRacah's notation, or equivalently the Slater integrals, F0; F2;F4 and F6. The remaining three may be chosen as�L(L+ 1) + �C(G2) + C(SO7) (1)where the last two are the Casimir invariants of the groups G2and SO7. Origin of the Corrections1. In 1962 I attempted, with K Rajnak11 to make an explicitderivation of the e�ective interactions portrayed in Eq. (1)by using second-order perturbation theory and summingover the states of generic con�gurations that could cou-ple to a con�guration `n of n equivalent ` electrons. Inthe particular case of ` = 3 we did indeed obtain Eq.(1)complete with expressions for the relevant parameters.2. It was found that most of the second-order e�ects wereaccommodated by Eq.(1) together with terms simply pro-portional to the Slater radial integrals.3. In addition non-linear terms involving e�ective three-bodyterms were discovered.4. Thus the Trees and Racah observations have been givenan interpretation.(11). K Rajnak and B G Wybourne, Con�guration InteractionE�ects in ln Con�gurations, Phys. Rev.,132, 280 (1963)He who can, does; he who cannot teachesGeorge Bernard Shaw, Man & Superman (1903)5



The Orbit-Orbit Interaction1. It is worth noting that the orbit-orbit interaction in anelectron con�guration `n can be expressed in terms of `scalar two-body operators of odd rank just like for con�gu-ration interaction BUT with the opposite sign coe�cients.2. The above remark highlights the danger of assuming that aparametric �t to data vindicates our assumed interactions.Without an abinitio calculation we cannot be sure that aspeci�cally omitted interaction is the reason for the �t.(12). B G Wybourne, Orbit-orbit Interactions and the 'LinearTheory' of Con�guration Interaction, J. Chem. Phys. 40,1457 (1964)\It did, Mr widdershins, until quantum mechanics camealong. Now everything's atoms. Reality is a fuzzy busi-ness, Mr Widdershins. I see with my eyes, which are acollection of whirling atoms, through the light, which isa collection of whirling atoms. What do I see? I see youMr Widdershins, who are also a collection of whirlingatoms. And in all this intermingling of atoms who is toknow where anything starts and anything stops. It's anatomic soup we're in, Mr Widdershins. And all thesequantum limbo states only collapse into one concretereality when there is a human observer"|Pauline Melville, The Girl with the Celestial Limb(1991)
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One Electron outside of a Shell of Equivalent Electrons131. Consider a N + 1�electron con�guration n`Nn0`0. Let `<be the lesser of ` and `0.2. There are (2`< + 2) radial integrals associated with theCoulomb interactions between the n`Ncore (c = core) andthe n0`0 electron.3. The total second-order linear distortion involves 2`< ad-ditional parameters.4. In the case of `< = 1 we can take the two additional termsas �L(L+ 1) + �S(S + 1)5. More generally, we can consider operators of the type(U(2i+1)c � u(2i+1)) (1)(V(1;2i)c � v(1;2i)) (2)where in each case i = 0; 1; : : : ; `<. For i = 0 in (1) theterm is, to within a proportionality constant, just(Lc � l)which is of the same structural form as the so-called \vec-tor interaction" introduced by Zygelman.6. Note that the other operators appearing in (1) will mixcore states.(13). B G Wybourne, Generalization of the \Linear Theory" ofCon�guration Interaction, Phys. Rev. 137, A364 (1965)
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Concluding RemarksParametric treatments of spectral levels occur in many dif-ferent contexts. One needs to remember that they aresimply parametric treatments and as such can hide muchof the real physics. In many cases agreement with ex-periment simply means that the symmetry properties ofthe system have been correctly identi�ed. In mathematicsone is constructing the elements of an integrity basis, theminimal set of invariants in which all other invariants arepolynomials in that minimal set. The physics comes inthe abinitio evaluation of the di�erent contributions lead-ing, ultimately, to a description of the empirically deducedparameters.AcknowledgementsIt is a pleasure to be once again at Garching and to person-ally thank Professor Geerd Diercksen for support and encour-agement. Partial support has also come from a Polish KBNGrant 2-P03B 076.Questions?\The only questions worth asking are the unanswerableones"|John Ciardi, Saturday Review-World (1973)\To Every Complex Question there is a Simple Answer{ And it's Wrong."|H L Mencken\Those who can, do; those who can't attend conferences"Daily Telegraph 6th August (1979)Thankyou! 8


